Standard Packaging:
Latchbolt: 2-3/4"
Face plate: 1" x 2-1/4"

Standard 2-3/4" Latch

Optional 2-3/8" Latch
1-1/8" PREP IF USED WITH PLASTIC FILLER

Door thickness

1 1/8" (28.6mm)

2 1/4" (57mm)

1 5/8" (41mm)

5/16" (8mm)

1" (25mm) Dia. hole

NOTE: Applicable for all functions except dummy

XP00, XP30
EXPLORER SERIES
WITH OPTIONAL THRUBOLT

ITEM NO. | DESCRIPTION | ANSI | SCALE | UNIT | VERSION
---|---|---|---|---|---
XP00, XP30 | EXPLORER SERIES WITH OPTIONAL THRUBOLT | A156.2 | 1:1 | inches | ver. 1.0 rev. 08/18

NOTE: Applicable for all functions except dummy
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